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Abstract—Ferrous and highly conductive materials distort low-
frequency magnetic fields and can significantly increase magneto-
inductive positioning errors. In this work, we use image theory in
order to formulate an analytical channel model for the magnetic
field of a quasi-static magnetic dipole positioned above a perfectly
conducting half-space. The proposed model can be used to
compensate for the distorting effects that metallic reinforcement
bars (rebars) within the floor impose on the magnetic field of
a magneto-inductive transmitter node in an indoor, single-story
environment. Good agreement is observed between the analytical
solution and numerical solutions obtained from 3-D finite element
simulations. Experimental results indicate that the image theory
model shows improvement over the free space dipole model
in estimating position in the distorted environment, typically
reducing positioning errors by 22% in 90% of the cases and
26% in 40% of the cases. No prior information on the geometry
of the metallic distorters was available, making this essentially a
“blind” technique.

Index Terms—Position measurement, electromagnetic induc-
tion, magnetic dipoles, distortion, conductors, magnetic fields

I. INTRODUCTION

INDOOR positioning technologies are a current subject of
intensive research both in academia and industry as they

enable higher level services, such as indoor navigation [1],
location-based services [2], first responder applications [3]
and fall monitoring [4]. Magneto-induction is an attractive
modality for positioning applications due to the fact that
low-frequency magnetic fields penetrate most objects and do
not suffer from multipath, which is not the case for higher
frequency signals, such as WiFi. Magneto-inductive systems
have previously been demonstrated in various applications,
such as underground animal tracking [5], and they work
particularly well when the surrounding space in the vicinity
of the transmitter (TX) is void of ferrous objects [6] (Fig. 1a).
However, when the TX is placed on the floor of a building
with metallic rebars embedded within the concrete (Fig. 1b),
the vertical (z) component of the generated magnetic field
vector is perturbed, which in turn invalidates the free space
channel model [7]. This results to an increase in the relative
position error, lowering the overall accuracy of the system.
To derive a new channel model that takes into account the
presence of conducting material in the vicinity of the TX and
RX, one can use image theory.

In previous work by Arumugam et al. [8], [9], complex
image theory was used to derive a channel model used to

monitor the trajectory of an American football over a football
field, assuming that the earth is a semi-infinite conducting half-
space. In other work [10] a theoretical framework using image
theory was provided for localization using magneto-inductive
wireless sensor networks in pipeline environments. Combined
with the fact that in the area of magnetic induction-based
localization, to the best of our knowledge there is no prior
work involving classical image theory, the latter motivated us
to conduct numerical simulations and experiments in order to
confirm the validity of classical image theory in a distorted
environment.

To solve this challenge, we formulate a new channel model
using classical image theory [11]–[13], which assumes a ho-
mogeneous, solid perfect electric conductor (PEC) occupying
the space from elevation z = 0 to z = −∞. While in
reality we are unlikely to operate above a solid metallic
sheet, we show that our model holds well when the TX
is positioned above a sparse array of metallic rebars. To
validate the model, numerical simulations using the COMSOL
Multiphysics software package [14] were carried out in 3-
D, and the real component of the magnetic flux density
B was plotted as a function of position above plane P ,
where P = (x̂, ŷ) is the horizontal plane of the rebars,
lying at elevation z = 0. The 3-D version of the model
was also compared to 3-D simulations of a dipole above a
homogeneous, perfectly conducting half-space. Experimental
results demonstrate significant improvement of the position
estimate in z-axis when using the image theory channel model,
as opposed to using the free space channel model.

II. BACKGROUND ON POSITIONING

A positioning system is a framework for determining the
position of an object in space [15]–[17]. Such systems may
operate on different environment and length scales (indoor
[18]–[20], outdoor [8], [9], [21], underwater [22]) as well as
dimensions (1-D, 2-D, 3-D). The type of application and its
requirements will dictate how the information is channeled
and processed. A good example in the electromagnetic domain
are global positioning systems (GPS) [23], [24]; satellites
continuously transmit propagating electromagnetic waves in
which position and current time is encoded, so that the receiver
can calculate its distance from each satellite using time-of-
flight estimates. In the acoustic domain, time-of-flight can
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Fig. 1. Representation of the magnetic field distribution of a magneto-
inductive positioning system, depicting a triaxial coil TX and RX a) in free
space, and b) over an array of rebars embedded in concrete, which perturb
the field symmetry [31].

also be used to calculate relative position of RX to TX by
processing the received ultrasonic waves [25]–[27]. Optical
systems have also been used for positioning in the past [28].

However, both technologies employ high-frequency prop-
agating waves which are prone to diffraction, refraction, re-
flection (the cause of multipath propagation, which is when
the wave reaches the receiver by two or more paths) and
absorption, and thus cannot travel through obstacles (i.e. lim-
ited to line-of-sight propagation) [29], [30]. Acoustic systems,
even though they can be implemented locally (e.g. within an
office space or warehouse) still suffer from the latter effects.
Low frequencies, however, penetrate non-conducting objects
and attenuate much less with distance, and thus can be used
in indoor positioning applications; magnetic-induction based
positioning, which is the focus of the present work, makes
use of low-frequency magnetic fields.

III. BACKGROUND ON MAGNETIC INDUCTION-BASED
POSITIONING

Magnetic-induction based positioning systems use coils to
generate and detect low-frequency magnetic fields [8], [10],
[20], [21], [32]–[37]. In this paper, we use three mutually
perpendicular coils, both at transmitter (TX) and receiver
(RX), which from now on, will be referred to as triaxial coils.
If the physical channel model (i.e. magnetic field distribution)
of the system is known, one can obtain position estimates
of the RX w.r.t. TX, by optimizing the model against the
measured data and extracting the position vector. A position
estimate in Rn requires a single TX equipped with n mutually
orthogonal coils n ∈ {2, 3}. Thus, in 2-D one would only need
biaxial units, while in 3-D, triaxial units are required, provided
the transmitter is at an edge of the permitted domain; otherwise
an ambiguity in the sign of the position vector r remains, when
both ±r are within the allowable domain. In contrast, range
based systems require n+ 1 non-collocated transmitters.

A. Magnetic field in free space

At low enough frequencies, 2πa/λ � 1, where λ is the
wavelength and a is the radius of the coil. This condition
makes it possible to treat the TX as an infinitesimal (point)
magnetic dipole operating in the near field. In free space,
where conducting and/or ferromagnetic objects are absent (Fig.
1a), the magnetic flux density of a point dipole positioned at
the origin of the world coordinate frame takes on the following
form [7], [38]:

B(r,m) =
µTX

4π‖r‖3

(
3rrT

‖r‖2
− I3

)
m (1)

where B(r,m) is the magnetic flux density at the position
vector r due to magnetic dipole moment m, I3 is the 3 × 3
identity matrix, and µTX is the permeability of the TX coil,
which in our study we consider to be equal to the permeability
of free space (4π × 10−7 H/m). Using (1), it is possible to
recover the 3-D position of TX w.r.t RX, from measurements
of the 3-D magnetic field vector measured at the RX position,
in free space [7].

B. Magnetic field in the vicinity of a conducting object

In the vicinity of conducting objects the free space model in
Eq. (1) is no longer valid (Fig. 3). The flux density generated
by the TX induces eddy currents within the conductors, which
then radiate a secondary (scattered) flux density. Since in
our case the eddy-currents can be classified as inductance
limited [39], the surfaces of the conductors behave as if they
were perfect electric conductors (PEC), and the magnetic field
in their vicinity is as if the conductors had zero magnetic
permeability (the flux density normal to the surface is close
to zero) 1.

The total flux density Bt outside the conducting regions will
then be equal to

Bt = Bi + Bs, (2)

where Bi is the incident flux density due to the point dipole
as in (1), and Bs is the scattered flux density due to re-
radiation by the conducting objects. Under the assumption that
the objects are perfectly conducting and densely positioned on
the plane z = 0 in a Cartesian co-ordinate system, they can
be approximated by an infinitely large electric ground plane
that coincides with plane P (Fig. 2).2 At the interface between
free space and a PEC, the tangential component of the electric
field Et is continuous, such that the fields on either side of the
boundary (field in regions 1 and 2) are equal (Et,1 = Et,2).
To solve for the total flux density, there are two alternatives.
We can either 1) solve Maxwell’s equations in the half-space
above the PEC plane taking into account the aforementioned
boundary condition, or 2) replace the PEC with free space
and place an image dipole at z = −h, where h is the distance
between the plane of the rebars and the TX (Fig. 2), which
will satisfy the aforementioned boundary condition at z = 0.
In the latter case the total flux density Bt will be a sum of the
dipole and image dipole flux densities, such that:

1If the eddy currents were resistive, the conductors could be perceived as
being perfect magnetic conductors (PMC), where the flux density tangential
to the surface is close to zero.

2The assumption of an infinitely large electric ground plane can only be
made when the rebars occur in a grid geometry (parallel sets of rebar crossing),
which facilitates the flow of eddy currents and thus the establishment of a
scattered field. Solely parallel sets of rebars would impede the flow of eddy
currents, much like laminated transformer cores.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the problem, where the TX is positioned at some height
z = +h with its corresponding image positioned at z = −h. The position
vectors of the RX w.r.t the TX and its image are r1 and r2 respectively. The
distance between the geometric centers of the rebars is d. The basis coordinate
system is denoted as (x,y, z).

Bt(m) =
µTX
4π

[(
1

‖r1‖3

)(
3r1r

T
1

‖r1‖2
− I3

)
+

(
1

‖r2‖3

)(
3r2r

T
2

‖r2‖2
− I3

)
Mz

]
m (3)

where r1 = [xr, yr, zr − h]T ,r2 = [xr, yr, zr + h]T and
x,r , yr, zr are the x, y and z coordinates of the RX. Mz

denotes a reflection matrix about plane P (Fig. 2). The above
expression is only valid in the region z > 0, since inside
a PEC, E = 0, which also implies it cannot support an
alternating magnetic field. In the previous expressions it is
implicit that TX orientation Θ and RX orientation Ω are
identical, known, and aligned with the world frame, such that
Θ = Ω = I3, where Ω here is equal to Ω|〈W〉, as seen in the
appendix. In the case where Θ 6= Ω, the definitions seen in
the Appendix can be used to relate TX and RX positions and
orientations w.r.t. different frames of reference.

C. Derivation of the channel model

In previous work [7], an eigenvalue decomposition method
was derived in order to obtain the RX position in free space,
using vector measurements of the magnetic flux density at
the receiver position. The same method, however, cannot be
applied to the present analytical expression in Eq. (3), as cross-
multiplication terms prevent factorization into separate range
and 3-D direction versor. To obtain the magnetic vector field
of the TX but in the receiver frame, we need to multiply by
ΩT , such that:

ΩT
[
Bt(e1),B

t(e2),B
t(e3)

]
=

=
µTX
4π

ΩT

[(
1

‖r1‖3

)(
3r1r

T
1

‖r1‖2
− I3

)
+

(
1

‖r2‖3

)(
3r2r

T
2

‖r2‖2
− I3

)
Mz

]
[e1, e2, e3]︸ ︷︷ ︸

I3

(4)

where e1, e2 and e3 are unit excitation vectors along the x, y
and z axes, corresponding to the x̂, ŷ and ẑ-oriented dipoles.
We can define the 3× 3 MIMO (multiple-input and multiple-
output) channel matrix: S = cΩT [Bt(e1),B

t(e2),B
t(e3)],

where c is a range-dependent scaling factor (c ∝ r−2 in 2-D
and c ∝ r−3 in 3-D), which also incorporates the TX/RX coils
specific parameters (area, number of turns, amplifier gain) and
can be determined by calibration from a single measurement
taken at a known distance [7]. However, in the case of the
image theory model, the scaling factor will differ, so a different
procedure common to both models is needed to obtain a
calibration; this is described in more detail in Section IV-A.

IV. SIMULATION

Numerical solutions for the magnetic field in the presence
of steel reinforcement bars were obtained using the AC/DC
module within the COMSOL Multiphysics software package.
The problem is treated as quasi-static and Ampere’s law is
used to obtain the magnetic field H in all regions. In free
space, the propagation constant γ = ω

√
µ0ε0, and in steel,

γ = ω
√
µε, where both µ and ε are complex quantities, and

are defined as µ = µ0(µ
′
r− jµ′′r ) and ε = ε0(ε

′
r− jε′′r ), where

ε′′r = σ/ωε0. To simplify the problem, we assume that the
magnetic permeability µ of steel is real and linear. Ignoring
the imaginary part is a reasonable assumption when operating
at low frequencies, and assuming a linear permeability is rea-
sonable when operating close to the origin of the B−H curve
and below magnetic saturation, which for typical construction
steels ranges from 1.0 to 2.0 T. Similarly, it is reasonable
to ignore the real part of the complex permittivity, as in the
case of conductors ε′′r � ε′r, owing to their high value of
electrical conductivity. For these simulations, σ = 1.12× 107

S/m and µr = 400. COMSOL implements the appropriate
electromagnetic boundary conditions at the interface between
media. To ensure that H→ 0 as r1, r2 →∞, infinite elements
were used at the outer boundary of the solution region. To
minimize boundary effects even further, the outer boundary
was placed at a distance approximately 5 times the width of
the region of interest (which was 3 meter radius from the TX).

The magnetic flux density vector calculated by COMSOL
is a harmonic quantity, and when the real and imaginary parts
are collinear it can be represented as follows:

Bt = Bt
0e
jφejωt (5)

where Bt
0 only contains spatial information (i.e. magnitude

and direction of the vector field), ejωt is a time harmonic term
which denotes oscillation as a function of time (and can be
omitted due to the time periodicity which is implicit), and
ejφ specifies the phase φ of the field. The quantity that was
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Fig. 3. Flux lines (integral curves) of ‖B‖ in dB obtained from the COMSOL solutions, for the x̂-oriented and ẑ-oriented TX dipoles, in the absence of
metallic distorters (free-space) and in the presence of a perfectly conducting half-space. Frequency of the magnetic dipoles was set to 2500 Hz. We may
notice that the field shape is more distorted for the vertical dipole.

extracted from the COMSOL solution data set is Bt
0, which is

Bt evaluated at φ = 0, giving the instantaneous value of the
field at t = 0, or equivalently, the real part of the field.

To compare the performance of the free space model, w.r.t.
image theory model and numerical model, the angle θ between
vectors corresponding to the two models was calculated, by
taking the inner product between data sets, as follows:

θ = arccos

(
Bt

0 ·Bt
theory

‖Bt
0‖‖Bt

theory‖

)
(6)

The simulations were carried out in 3-D. An infinite half-
space model was used, since the introduction of finite ge-
ometries in the form of a 3-D rectangular rebar array would
increase the model complexity disproportionately. The mesh
was fine-tuned to a maximum element size of 0.1 m within
the region of interest (4 m radius from the TX), in order to
avoid discretization errors arising from high field gradients,
and was progressively coarsened towards the outer boundary.
Again, the real part of the field was extracted from the raw
data set.

A. Position Estimation in 3-D

It is possible to obtain an estimate of parameters x, y, z (free
space model) and x, y, z, h (image theory model) by formu-
lating a cost function subject to the following constraints:

{x̂, ŷ, ẑ, ĥ} = argmin
x,y,z,h

‖Smeas − Smodel(x, y, z, h)‖F (7)

where ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm,
Smeas = [Bt

meas(e1),B
t
meas(e2),B

t
meas(e3)] and

Smodel = cmodel [B
t
model(e1),B

t
model(e2),B

t
model(e3)] (since

Ω = I3).
In previous work [7] where the model in Eq. (1) was

utilized, the position vector was found to be the eigenvector
corresponding to the maximal eigenvalue of the Gram matrix
C = STS. For this model, it was not yet possible to
derive an eigendecomposition method, due to the inseparable
terms in the image theory expression (3), thus a grid search
optimization algorithm was used to obtain position estimates.

Prior to running the optimization algorithm on the raw data
in order to obtain position estimates of RX w.r.t. TX, it was
processed in the following way:

1) The measured channel matrices were balanced using
experimentally determined coefficients, to account for
the slightly different transmit power on each TX axis.

2) A grid search algorithm was written to obtain calibration
coefficients, which are used to scale the free space and
image theory field amplitudes relative to the measured
field. This coefficient includes overall TX and RX gains
in the case of the free space model, and in the image
theory model it is also a function of h.

The resultant h is a nominal distance, and not the actual
distance between TX and rebars, as the image theory model
assumes an infinite, perfectly conducting half-space and is
only an approximation to the sparse array of rebars. We
postulate that h is a function of the distance between TX
and conductors, amount of conducting material below the
TX, the conductivity, as well as the conductor geometry. The
aforementioned parameters are not easily decoupled, thus h
remains a quantity that must be empirically determined by the
above procedure, prior to running the position optimization
algorithm. The error estimate in the x−, y− and z directions
was calculated by taking the absolute of the difference between
estimate and ground truth obtained by the Vicon system.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Simulations

The results of 3-D simulations illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5
provide a more detailed view of the flux density, as one can
see clearly how image theory model approximates the field in
the presence of a homogeneous half-space, especially for the
ẑ-oriented dipole.

B. Experiment

In order to verify the validity of our model, we collected a
large number of indoor magneto-inductive measurements in a
large hall whose floor contains rebars of unknown geometry
and material properties. The nearest walls were 20 meters
away, which makes it possible to ignore their influence on
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Fig. 4. ‖B‖ for all transmitter axes (x̂, ŷ and ẑ oriented dipoles) calculated from the (a)-(c) COMSOL simulation (where the dipole is positioned 0.1 m
above a steel half-space), (d)-(f) free space analytic model, and (g)-(i) image theory model (where an image dipole is used to satisfy the boundary condition
n̂ × E = 0 at z = 0). Frequency of the magnetic dipoles was set to 2500 Hz. Best agreement can be seen between COMSOL solution and image theory
model, especially for the ẑ oriented dipole. Scale is in dB below maximum value.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 5. Angle of B vector field between COMSOL solution (a)-(c) and free space model, as well as (d)-(f) image theory model, for all transmitter axes
(x̂, ŷ and ẑ oriented dipoles), calculated from (6). Frequency of the magnetic dipoles was set to 2500 Hz. Best agreement can be seen between COMSOL
solution and image theory model, especially for the hatz oriented dipole. The high field gradient in the vicinity of the TX is the cause of numerical error
seen in the plots.

the field, even if they were constructed using steel uprights.
To the best of our knowledge, except for the rebars in the
floor, there was no metal reinforcement structure nearby. The
measurement area is shown in Fig. 6. TX was placed on the
floor, whereas RX was subsequently placed at 422 different
locations enclosed in a volume of 6 × 8 × 1.3 meters. TX
and RX orientations were the same as the global coordinate
frame, i.e., Ω = Θ = I3. Millimeter accuracy ground truth
for the RX positions was provided by an optical tracking
system consisting of 8 cameras (Vicon T-series with Tracker

2.0 software [40]) placed around the measurement area. To
obtain the estimates, the models in Eqs. (1) and (3) were used
[7].

By using the aforementioned method prior to running the
optimization algorithm, we found that the optimal value for
h in our experiment is 0.32 m, which is a sensible nominal
separation distance between TX and the plane of the rebars.
It is notable that no prior information on the geometry of the
metallic distorters was available, and that this is essentially a
“blind” technique.

Overall, an improvement in the z position estimate can
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Fig. 6. Measurement area, depicting the TX and RX, as well as the system
of cameras used to obtain ground truth [31].

be seen when using the image theory formulation (Figs. 7),
while the x and y estimates remain approximately the same.
The error estimate improves as the RX is placed at higher
z positions. This can be explained by the fact that the close
to the array of rebars the scattered flux density preserves the
finer features of the scatterer, while at larger distances from the
scatterer these average out, thus approximating a continuous
volume of metal.

From Fig. 9, which depicts the spatial error estimates when
RX is positioned at z = h − 0.1 m, a rectangular pattern is
discernible in the z estimate. This pattern may be due to the
spatial arrangement of the rebars, which on average is less
discernible when using the image theory model, as it provides
a better approximation to the field in the presence of rebars.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we derived and experimentally verified a
new magneto-inductive channel model that reduces positioning
errors in a metal-rich indoor environment. Compared to the
free-space model, our model reduces positioning errors by
22% in 90% of the cases and 26% in 40% of the cases (Fig. 8).
This enables applications which require sub-meter positioning
accuracy, such as drone position estimation and fall detection.
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APPENDIX
DEFINITIONS OF REFERENCE FRAMES

In order to establish a relationship between the position and
orientation of TX and RX, the different frames of reference
have to be first defined. The world frame, TX frame, and RX
frame are designated as 〈W〉, 〈T〉 and 〈R〉. Then, TX and
RX positions and orientations are related by the following
equations:

TX position|〈W〉 = t (8)
TX orientation|〈W〉 = Θ|〈W〉 (9)

(10)

RX position|〈T〉 = rc (11)
RX orientation|〈T〉 = Ω|〈T〉 (12)

RX position|〈W〉 = t|〈W〉 + Θ|〈W〉rc (13)
RX orientation|〈W〉 = Ω|〈W〉 = Θ|〈W〉Ω|〈T〉 (14)

In summary, Θ|〈W〉, Ω|〈T〉 and Ω|〈W〉 are rotation matrices,
where Θ|〈W〉 rotates from TX to world coordinates, Ω|〈T〉
rotates from RX to TX coordinates, and Ω|〈W〉 rotates from
RX to world coordinates.
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